
Analyzing NBA Salaries and NBA Team Performance 

You are tasked with analyzing NBA Player Salary data for the 2017-18 season as well as NBA team 
performance for the 2016-17 season using the QMB210N2-NBAData.xlsx file. The file consists of the two 
worksheets described below. 

• PlayerSalaries17-18

Provides contract data for 555 unique players for the 2017-18 season obtained from
https://www.basketball-reference.com/contracts/players.html. There are 565 player contract rows
because ten players are associated with two teams each. The sheet also contains a lookup table for
the team names.

• TeamStats16-17

This sheet shows team stats for the 2016-17 season based on data obtained from
https://www.basketball-reference.com/leagues/NBA_2017.html.

Miscellaneous Team Stats 

Age Age of Player at the start of February 1st of that season. 

Average 2016-17 Salary Computed from 2016-17 Contract data 

Wins Number of games won 
Losses Number of games lost 

ORtg - Offensive Rating An estimate of points produced (players) or scored (teams) per 100 possessions 

DRtg - Defensive Rating An estimate of points allowed per 100 possessions 

Team Per Game Stats 

G Games 
MP Minutes Played 

FG Field Goals (consist of 2-Point Goals PLUS 3-Point Goals) 

FGA Field Goal Attempts 

FG% Field Goal Percentage (Field Goals/Field Goal Attempts) 

3P 3-Point Field Goals 

3PA 3-Point Field Goal Attempts 
3P% FG% on 3-Pt Field Goal Attempts 

2P 2-Point Field Goals 

2PA 2-point Field Goal Attempts 

2P% FG% on 2-Pt Field Goal Attempts 

FT Free Throws 

FTA Free Throw Attempts 
FT% Free Throw Percentage 

ORB Offensive Rebounds 

DRB Defensive Rebounds 

TRB Total Rebounds 

AST Assists 

STL Steals 
BLK Blocks 

TOV Turnovers 

PF Personal Fouls 

PTS Average Points per Game 

TotalPointsfrom2P Computed: Average Points per Game from 2-Point Field Goals 

TotalPointsfrom3P Computed: Average Points per Game from 3-Point Field Goals 

TotalPointsfromFT Computed: Average Points per Game from Free Throws 

https://www.basketball-reference.com/contracts/players.html
https://www.basketball-reference.com/leagues/NBA_2017.html


Part 1: Data Preparation 

In the PlayerSalaries17-18 sheet 

1) Delete the following columns: 2018-19, 2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22, 2022-23, Signed Using, and
Guaranteed.

2) Insert a blank column to the right of the ContractTm column and label it ContractTm Name.
Populate this column with the full name of the team using the lookup table found in the sheet
and the VLOOKUP function. Do a quick check to see if the column populated properly by turning
on filters and browsing through the column to see if all the team names are there.

3) Create a new column next to the 2017-18 Salary column and label it z-score. Calculate the z-score
for each salary using Excel’s STANDARDIZE function. Make sure the cell is formatted correctly, i.e.,
the numbers are displayed with 2 decimals and without the $ sign.

In the TeamStats16-17 sheet 

4) Playoff teams are indicated with an asterisk (*) in the Team column. Insert a blank column to the
right of the Team column and label it Playoff Team. Each team with an asterisk should receive the
value of “Yes” in the newly created Playoff Team column. Provide the value of “No” for the teams
that did not make the playoffs.

5) Insert a blank column to the right of the Losses column and label it Win%. Use a formula to
compute the win percentage (as a decimal, e.g., .63) for each team.

Part 2: Data Analysis 

Using the PlayerSalaries17-18 worksheet 

6) Compute the descriptive statistics for the 2017-18 Salary variable which should be displayed in a
new worksheet labeled 1–SalaryDescriptives.

7) Create a filter on the z-score column and list only those players whose salaries are outliers, i.e.,
whose salary z-score exceeds 3. Copy these players along with their data into a new worksheet
labeled 2–SalaryOutliers.

8) Remove the filter from 7) so all the player salaries shown (i.e., 565 rows of player contract data).

a) Create a pivot table in a new sheet to show the average salary per team using the full team
name. The average salaries should be shown with the $ sign, and without decimal places.
Label this new worksheet 3–AvgSalaryByTeam.

b) Copy the Average 2016-17 Salary column from the TeamStats16-17 sheet into the 3-
AvgSalaryByTeam sheet from 8)a). Make sure the teams match up properly. Create a chart
from Chapter 2 in your text book to effectively compare average team salaries for the 2016-
17 and 2017-18 seasons.



9) Construct a 95% confidence interval estimate for the population characteristics for the variable
2017-18 Salary. The confidence interval results will appear on a new worksheet which should be
renamed to 4-ConfidenceIntSalary.

10) Provide a one-tail (upper) hypothesis test to determine if the average salary of the Golden State
Warriors players is greater than $5,593,908:

H0: µ ≤ $5,593,908 
H1: µ >$5,593,908 

Use a 0.05 level of significance. The hypothesis test will appear on a new worksheet which should 
be named 5-HypothesisSalary. 

Using the TeamStats16-17 sheet 

11) Compute the descriptive statistics (mean, median, mode, variance, standard deviation and
kurtosis, skewness, range, min, max, sum, count) for the following variables: Age, Average 2016-
17Salary, ORtg, DRtg, PTS, TotalPointsfrom2P, TotalPointsfrom3P, and TotalPointsfromFT. The
results should appear on a new worksheet that you label 6-TeamDescriptives.

a) Organize the results in the worksheet such that the name of the statistics (mean, median,
mode, etc.) appears in column A and the values of the statistic for each variable appear in
columns B-J.

b) The values of all statistics must be in standard numeric format with two decimal places
displayed.

c) Ensure that the columns are wide enough to display all digits for your statistical values.

12) Create a pivot table that shows average Age, Average 2016-17Salary, ORtg, DRtg, PTS,
TotalPointsfrom2P, TotalPointsfrom3P, and TotalPointsfromFT for the teams that made it to the
playoffs versus those that did not. The results should appear on a new worksheet labeled 7-
PlayOffTeams.

13) Create a pivot table to compare Average 2016-17Salary by Playoff Team and Conference variables.
Salary averages should be shown with the $ sign, and without decimal places. Pick a chart from
Chapter 2 in your text book to effectively visualize the pivot table data. Make sure your chart
shows data labels. Be sure to follow the guidance for developing good graphs and tables with
proper titles and labels as discussed in class. Your table and chart will appear on new worksheets
that should be labeled 8-SalaryComparisons.

14) Analyze the normality of Age, Average 2016-17Salary, and TotalPointsfrom3P. This can be done
by 1) analyzing its box plot or 2) evaluating the proximity of the variables mean versus median. If
you create box plots, all box plots will appear on new worksheets, rename the worksheets to 9-
AgeNormality, 9-Avg16-17SalNormality, 9-PtsFrom3PNormality.

15) Copy TotalPointsfrom3P and Win% into a new sheet. Compute the correlation between these two
variables, and create the appropriate graph to show the relationship between these variables.
Rename the sheet 10-Correl3P-Win%.

16) Conduct a simple linear regression to determine if the Average 2016-17 Salary is a significant
predictor of the Win%. Provide a scatterplot with the regression line. The regression equation and
scatterplot will appear on new worksheets. Rename these worksheets to 11-Regression and 11-
Scatterplot.



17) Reorder the worksheets in your Excel spreadsheet such that they appear in the following order
(from left to right):
o PlayerSalaries17-18
o TeamStats16-17
o 1–SalaryDescriptives
o 2–SalaryOutliers
o 3–AvgSalaryByTeam
o 4-ConfidenceIntSalary
o 5-HypothesisSalary
o 6-TeamDescriptives
o 7-PlayOffTeams
o 8-SalaryComparisons
o 9-AgeNormality
o 9-Avg16-17SalNormality
o 9-PtsFrom3PNormality
o 10-Correl3P-Win%
o 11-Regression
o 11-Scatterplot
o Any other worksheets created automatically by Excel in any order

Part 3: Summary Report 

Your summary report in Microsoft Word should have 1-inch margins and page numbers, and use 11-point 
font. It should not exceed 1000 words. Provide your full name in the header of the document, and save 
your file as: LastName_210_Project_F17.docx, e.g., “Nelson_210_Project_F17.docx”.  

Write an introductory paragraph describing the dataset, the purpose of your analysis, and the types of 
information (i.e. the variables) you are analyzing. Use vocabulary and concepts found in Chapter 1 in your 
text book.  

Copy the pivot tables and graphs/charts from tasks 8), 12), 13), and 15) into your report, making sure to 
include a simple caption for each table and chart that summarizes what is being illustrated. Briefly 
interpret each table/graph and describe your findings. 

Interpret the results of your analyses from tasks 6), 7), 9), 10), 11), 14), and 16). Interpret the coefficients 
and the meaning of R-squared for the regression analysis from Task 16). Is the Average 2016-17 Salary a 
statistically significant predictor of the Win%?  
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